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INTRODUCTION

Since its “invention” by the World

Commission on Environment and

Development 14 years ago (WCED,

1987), the concept of sustainability has rapidly

come to dominate environment and

development policy discourses in a wide range of

government forums around the world.   The

attractiveness of sustainability as a broad policy

objective has not been limited to international,

central and local government agencies and

NGOs alone. There is also a substantial body of

academic literature that debates the validity of

the concept of sustainable development as a

source of moral and political regeneration and as

a new environmental ethic to guide decision-

making in public and private spheres of life.

New Zealand has been part of the resurgence of

this global environmental movement.  Recently,

New Zealand policy-makers of all shades of

political persuasion have found themselves in

agreement in endorsing sustainability as a policy

objective. In fact, New Zealand was one of the

first countries to enact sustainability into law

within the framework of the Resource

Management Act 1991 (the RMA).  Following

the model of the RMA, a number of other more

recent statutes for managing natural resources

such as fisheries and indigenous forests are also
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based on the sustainability

principle.  Our objective in this

paper is to reflect on the experience

of adopting and applying the

concept of sustainability as the basis

for an environmental statute

designed to help resolve conflicts

over allocation and management of

natural resources and the built

environment. 

The purpose of the RMA is to

promote the sustainable

management of natural and physical

resources as set out in section 5.

This section occupies a pivotal place

in the structure of the Act.

However, as discussed below, its

interpretation has proved to be

highly contestable. Sustainability

means different things to different

people. Arguably, lack of clarity

about the underlying objectives of a

newly enacted environmental statute

is not a desirable situation. One

would have expected the purpose to

be clarified by making an

appropriate amendment to section

5. However, even though there have

been periodic amendments  to

clarify other aspects of the Act,

successive governments have lacked

the political will to initiate any

legislative changes to this section.

This has created a policy lacuna

during the last ten years and

consequently it has been left to the

Courts to provide clearer policy

direction based on the development

of case law. 

While the recent impasse about the

meaning of section 5 highlights the

difficulties that have been

encountered in implementing the

RMA, it is instructive to reflect also

on the genesis of the section.  The

differences in interpretation

encountered during its

implementation were also

articulated during the policy

development phase of the Act

between 1988 and 1991. As we

argue here, the fundamental

tensions that underpin the section

arise from the challenge of crafting a

definition of sustainable manage-

ment that can enable decision-

makers (elected councils, the

Environment Court, the Minister for

the Environment) to reconcile the

spectrum of values different groups

accord to the environment in a

plural social setting. Such a

definition needs to be sufficiently

clear, procedurally fair and focussed

on the substantive goal of protecting

and improving environmental

quality. The development of case law

relating to section 5 is no doubt very

helpful in fostering a common

understanding of what sustainable

management means. However, in

our view an understanding of

sustainable management as the

central purpose of an environmental

conflict-resolving statute, will

always be contested in the context of

a resurgent private property owning

political economy.  

The Genesis of Section 5

In hindsight, conflicting views

on interpreting section 5 should

not have come as a surprise.

Conflicting stances about politically

acceptable meanings of sustainable

management were manifested even

more strongly during the policy

development phase of the RMA. 

The RMLR team of officials was the

first to address the task of defining

the concept of sustainability and

assessing practical implications for

guiding the environmental

legislation review. The public

consultation exercises undertaken

by the MfE then provide insights

into public perceptions of the

tensions inherent within the

sustainability concept (Ministry for

the Environment, 1988a; Ministry

for the Environment, 1988b). The

sustainability concept was seen by

many as a very important objective.

Some respondents were concerned

about the anthropocentric

orientation behind the idea. In the

past, insufficient attention had been

paid to sustaining the natural world

itself, independent of any benefit for

people. Others questioned our lack

of attention to future generations,

supporting the traditional Maori

perspective that we must look to the

past in order to go on into the

future. This was challenged by those

who believe current generations do

take into account the needs and

desires of themselves and future

generations (Ministry for the

Environment, 1988b, pp. 10-11).

Likewise, public comment on the

Cabinet proposals for the new Act

followed the same pattern but with

Insufficient

attention had

been paid to

sustaining the

natural world

itself,

independent of

any benefit for

people.
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an overwhelming majority wanting

sustainable development to be the

overriding objective (Gray, 1989, p.

14). The concepts of sustainability,

stewardship, the recognition of

future generations, ecosystem

preservation and special values were

all raised. But the submissions also

identified the need for economic

development, increased employ-

ment and the continued viability of

communities. It was suggested that

these should be the principles of any

new legislation. Of particular note is

the concern expressed over how the

proposed objectives would operate

in practice. While accepting the

principle of sustainability, its

implementation was seen to be

difficult. For some resources, for

example petroleum, the industry

argued such a policy was largely

irrelevant due to the lack of

information on the extent of the

resource in New Zealand.

The plurality of values that underpin

divergent public perceptions of the

meaning of sustainability and the

tensions amongst these were

subsequently reflected in

negotiations during the law drafting

stage. The early drafts of Part II

Purpose and Principles (clauses 4

and 5) of the Bill proved contentious

and were seen by most reviewers as

critical to making the legislation

work. They were amended at

various stages of the law reform

process but nevertheless continued

to be the subject of substantial

criticism by some government

officials and a range of interest

groups until the enactment of the

new statute. The criticism related to

both the form and substance of the

purpose and principles clause. The

most articulate and enduring critic

was the Treasury, but its views were

shared by the Business Roundtable,

a number of Labour and National

Cabinet ministers and some MfE

officials.

In Treasury’s view, the notion of

sustainability was not appropriate

as the overriding framework for the

proposed Act. It argued that the

purpose  should be limited to

providing a legal framework to

enable people to deal with impacts

of resource use on those other than

the owners of the resource in

question.  In other words, the

proposed Act should be an

environmental effects management

statute which enabled local

authorities to prescribe minimum

bio-physical standards (the “bio-

physical bottom line” model). It

should not be an environmental

planning statute that provided a

forum for resolving diverse values

disputes in a community as part of

the wider local government

democratic process (the integrative

or the “triple bottom line” model).

Concepts of sustainability and

intergenerational equity were

deemed unworkable concepts since

they are vague and difficult to

define. 

The Treasury stance was that social

objectives such as meeting the

needs of current and future

generations, embedded in the

definition of sustainable

development, were better achieved

directly through separate social

policy. Attempting to achieve social

objectives through environmental

policy not only compromises other

objectives of environmental policy

but is unlikely to be the best way of

achieving social goals. Furthermore,

it argued that it is not possible to

know whether future generations

would prefer preservation of a

resource or the stronger economy

that could follow from developing

that resource now.

The Treasury was also opposed to

the notion of a set of values or

objectives such as sustainability, the

interests of future generations, and

economic growth being included in

the overall purpose of an Act and

expecting elected local government

members, with the aid of officials,

to arbitrate between them. Treasury

reservations about democratic

governance as a forum for conflict

resolution were as follows:

● It creates policy uncertainty

and is a major disincentive to

new investment.

Attempting to

achieve social

objectives

through

environmental

policy not only

compromises

other objectives

of environmental

policy but is

unlikely to be

the best way of

achieving social

goals.
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● It is structured by officials

(planners and other policy

analysts) and not by the

economic interests of

participants. The notion of a

“managed encounter” implies

that officials should play a

major role in determining the

most appropriate forms of

development. Implicitly the

structure of the “encounter”

would reflect officials’ views as

to the desirable outcome.

However, officials who are not

accountable to either the market

place or the electorate are not in

an appropriate position to

determine outcomes, that is “to

pick winners”. 

● It is undemocratic. Partici-

pants would be those with the

interest, incentives, financial

resources, education, spare time

etc., and their views could not

necessarily be assumed to be

congruent with the interests of

the wider community.

Instead, the Treasury argued that

the scope for private negotiation

(economic instruments) be

increased in the proposed Act as a

means of minimising the role of

local government.

The stamp of the neo-liberal

rhetoric is reflected  to some degree

in the final wording of section 5.

Thus, the purpose of the Act is the

sustainable management (not

development) of natural and physical

resources (instead of environment). It

has been argued by some that

sustainable management is a less

embracing concept, exclusive of

economic and social objectives.

Pursuit of socio-economic well

being is deemed primarily an

individual responsibility. For similar

reasons, the scope of the Act is

limited to management of natural

and physical resources instead of the

environment which is seen as all

encompassing.  Also, mineral

resources are excluded from the

purview of section 5(2)(a) relating

to the needs of future generation. As

argued by the Treasury, it is not

logical, to apply, by definition, the

sustainability concept to non-

renewable resources such as coal.

Nevertheless, the wording of section

5 clearly signals that the purpose of

the Act is wider than effects

management. In fact, we would

argue that the definition of

sustainable management encap-

sulates the fundamental

underpinnings of the concept of

sustainable development in the

sense that it requires decision-

makers to adopt an integrated

perspective for managing natural

and physical resources.  Sustainable

development has been defined,

based on the Brundtland report, as a

decision-making process that

should take account of ecological,

economic and social and cultural

values. The attraction of

sustainability defined in this way is

that rather than elevating bio-

physical objectives above

everything, it ensures the proper

consideration of development in its

environmental context. As discussed

in the next section, this is also the

view that the Courts have reached

through evolving case law. 

During the policy development

phase of the Act, the integrated

perspective on the purpose of the

Act prevailed through the reign of

the Labour government despite

pressure from the Treasury to adopt

the bio-physical bottom line

perspective.  As stated by Geoffrey

Palmer, who was the Labour

government Minister responsible for

the Bill:

“...sustainable management allows

development that integrates

environmental, social and economic

objectives. It means looking after the

environment so that it can continue to

support us and provide us with

economic and social benefits...”

(Palmer, 1990, p. 93).  

The bio-physical perspective only

came to the fore with the incoming

National government’s Committee

on the Resource Management Bill.

This was articulated most clearly by

Simon Upton during the third

The sole

purpose of

planning and

resource

management in

New Zealand

has been “[to]

promote the

sustainable

management of

natural and

physical

resources.”
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reading of the Bill when he said this:

...the Government has moved to

underscore the shift in focus from

planning for activities to regulating

their effects...We run a much more

liberal market economy these days.

Economic and social outcomes are in

the hands of citizens to a much greater

extent than they previously have been.

The Government’s focus is now on

externalities- the effects of those

activities on the receiving

environments... (Upton, 1991,

p.3019).

This stance was adopted by the MfE

in its submissions to the first

generation of policies and plans

prepared under the Act and in its

evidence to the Environment

Court.

The Approach of the
Courts in Clarifying the
Meaning of Section 5 

As we said earlier, since 1

October 1991 the sole

purpose of planning and

resource management in New

Zealand has been “[to] promote the

sustainable management of natural

and physical resources”. What does

this mean? The short answer is

contained in section 5 (2) of the

RMA itself. This subsection

contains a definition, or arguably

more correctly, a description of the

term “sustainable management” at

least for the purposes of this Act.

This reads as follows: 

“... means managing the use,

development, and protection of

natural and physical resources in a

way, or at a rate, which enables

people and communities to provide

for their social, economic, and

cultural wellbeing and for their

health and safety while- 

(a) Sustaining the potential of

natural and physical resources

(excluding minerals) to meet the

reasonably foreseeable needs of

future generations; and 

(b) Safeguarding the life-

supporting capacity of air, water,

soil, and ecosystems; and 

(c) Avoiding, remedying, or

mitigating any adverse effects of

activities on the environment”.

This was the final product of all the

earlier debates just referred to but

the debates continue to this day

notwithstanding the guidance given

by the Courts to which we will

shortly turn our attention.

Before doing that, however, it is

worth pointing out that in New

Zealand, it is for the Courts to decide

what the law is. This is not a function

of the Executive. The constitutional

model is that Parliament makes the

law, the Executive government

applies and enforces the law and the

Courts decide what the law is when

determining disputes between parties

to litigation including the Crown. 

One of the difficulties that has arisen

with the implementation of the

RMA, and in particular with section

5, is that practitioners including

lawyers, planners and other

environmental professionals as well

as elected councillors have been

pressured by the former Minister for

the Environment and his

departmental officials to take a

particular view about the meaning of

sustainable management that (as we

will demonstrate) does not accord

with the generally accepted view of

the Courts.

This, as again we said earlier, was

based on a misconception that

section 5 (2) is predominantly about

prescribing bio-physical

environmental bottom-lines. A

reading of the sub-section shows this

is not so. All the words down to (a)

emphasise anthropocentric values

and so does (a) itself. Consequently

in 1991, even if Parliament thought

it was moving away from what was

perceived to be an anthropocentric

approach to planning and resource

management it is plain from the very

wording of section 5 (2) itself that

this was not so.

In a Memorandum re the Inquiry into

the New Zealand Coastal Policy

Statement NZCPS 3NZPTD 109 the

Board of Inquiry chaired by former

Judge A. R. Turner, advised the

Minister of Conservation that the

true interpretation of section 5 did

not allow the definition of

sustainable management to be

broken up into a number of separate

principles. The definition of the

term had to be taken as a whole.

That Board went on to say that the

constraints found in sub-clauses (a),

(b) and (c) are refined and given

further meaning by ss 6, 7 and 8 but

The Board’s

advice to the

Minister of

Conservation is

not wholly

supported by

subsequent

decisions of the

Courts.
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after the commencing words the

wording of each section differs. This

lays down the relative weight to be

given to each of those sections.

While the Board’s advice to the

Minister of Conservation is not

wholly supported by subsequent

decisions of the Courts it was a

timely reminder that if section 5(2)

is to be regarded as a definition, it is

inappropriate to read it in any other

way than as a whole.

Two approaches to section 5 (2)

have been identified in Williams

(1997). In summary, these are the

“balancing” approach and the

“environmental bottom line”

approach. The former appears to

have been equated to what we

regard as a third approach namely

the “over all judgment” approach

that we will submit is the one now

generally accepted by the Courts.

The leading case on this topic is NZ

Rail v Marlborough District Council

[1994] NZRMA 70. This was a

decision of the High Court on

appeal from the former Planning

Tribunal. The case arose out of a

proposal by Port Marlborough Ltd

to develop deep-water port facilities

in Shakespeare Bay adjacent to

Picton in the Marlborough Sound. 

Among the many considerations for

the Tribunal was the application of

section 6(a) of the Act relating to the

preservation of the natural character

of the coastal environment and, of

course, the application of section

5(2) itself. The Tribunal’s approach

had been to apply section 6(a) in the

same way as the matters of national

importance had been applied under

the Town and Country Planning Act

1977, except to the extent that the

Tribunal held that the word

“inappropriate” was less restrictive

than the word “unnecessary” in a

similar form of words in section 3 of

the Town and Country Planning

Act. The Tribunal had also held that

section 5(2) had to be applied as a

whole. 

In upholding the Tribunal’s

approach Justice Greig said this of

Part II of the Act:

“This Part of the Act expresses in

ordinary words of wide meaning the

overall purpose and principles of the

Act. It is not, I think, a part of the Act

which should be subjected to strict

rules and principles of statutory

construction which aim to extract a

precise and unique meaning from the

words used. There is a deliberate

openness about the language, its

meanings, and its connotations which I

think is intended to allow the

application of policy in a general and

broad way. Indeed it is for that purpose

that the Planning Tribunal, with

special expertise and skills, is

established and appointed to oversee

and to promote the objectives and

policies and the principles under the

Act....”

In the same year there were two

decisions of the Planning Tribunal

that have often been cited as

authority for the “environmental

bottom line” approach. These were

Foxley Engineering Ltd v Wellington

City Council, Decision W12/94 and

Campbell v Southland District

Council, Decision W114/94. The

first preceded the judgment of the

High Court in NZ Rail but the latter

post-dated and referred to it

although in another context.

Foxley Engineering Ltd was an appeal

from a decision of the Wellington

City Council granting resource

consent to establish a service station

and car park on the corner of

Bunny and Featherston Streets in

Wellington. Basically this was a

trade competition case between

Shell and Mobil but there were also

quite important issues about inner

city amenities and the heritage

values of existing buildings.  

Referring to section 5 the Tribunal

said this:

“ The provisions of s. (5)(2)(a)(b)(c)

may be considered cumulative

safeguards which exist in order to

ensure that land resource is managed in

such a way, or at such a rate which

enables the people of the community to

provide for the various aspects of their

social wellbeing and for their health

and safety. They are safeguards which

must be met before the Act’s purpose is

fulfilled. The promotion of sustainable

management has to be determined

therefore in the context of these

qualifications which may be accorded

the same legal weight.”

The Tribunal allowed the appeal and

cancelled the resource consent for

Mobil’s service station because of the

The adverse

effects of the

marine farming

could not be

avoided but they

could be

mitigated.
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potential adverse effects on the

inner city amenities and heritage

values.

Campbell was an appeal against the

granting of a resource consent by

the Southland District Council to

allow the establishment of an

international airport at Castlerock

near Lumsden in Southland. Again

referring to section 5, the Tribunal

said that it was not about achieving

a balance between benefits accruing

from the activity and its adverse

effect. It then repeated the view

expressed in Foxley Engineering Ltd,

quoted above, and in the result

allowed the appeal and cancelled

the resource consent. This was

because the Tribunal concluded that

neither of the threshold tests for a

non-complying activity in (now)

section 105(2)A were met. The

adverse effects of the activity were

more than minor and the granting

of consent was contrary to the

objectives and policies of the district

plan. 

Some two years later the Tribunal’s,

(now the Environment Court’s),

approach to section 5 began to

change. This came about largely

through a better understanding of

Justice Greig’s observations in NZ

Rail. Three decisions of the

Environment Court illustrate this

change that has become known as

the “overall broad judgment”

approach.

In Trio Holdings Ltd v Marlborough

District Council [1997] NZRMA 97

the Court presided over by Judge

Kenderdine who, interestingly

enough was the presiding Judge in

both Foxley Engineering Ltd and

Campbell, began to apply this broad

overall judgment approach in a case

relating to a proposal for marine

farming in a highly sensitive, almost

pristine, part of the Marlborough

Sounds. The proposals, for which

resource consents had been refused

by the Marlborough District

Council, included an experiment to

produce metabolites from sponges

which target anti-tumour active

compounds in humans. The adverse

effects of the marine farming could

not be avoided but they could be

mitigated to some extent by refusing

parts of the application while

allowing the sponge growing

proposal.

In allowing the appeals in part the

Court said this: 

“We have concluded that the national

(and international) significance of the

development of the sponge and algal

species in the proposal, if successful, is

such that we should ensure that the

adverse effects we identified earlier in

the decision, if not avoided altogether,

could be mitigated sufficiently to still

enable the promotion of the concept of

sustainable management of the site’s

natural resources to occur. The idea of

‘mitigation’ is to lessen the rigour or

severity of effect. We have concluded

that the inclusion of the word in s.5(2)

of the Act, contemplates that some

adverse effects from developments such

as those we have now ascertained may

be considered acceptable, no matter

what attributes the site might have. To

what extent the adverse effects are

acceptable, is, however, a question of

fact and degree. In this respect, the

further aspect of the proposal is one

which we consider has substantial

merit - that sponge culture has far less

adverse effects than mussel farms and

there is potential for even less as the

lantern structures in which they are

grown are perfected.

In conclusion we consider that if the

proposal is restricted in the way

proposed, the adverse effects are not so

major as to refuse the proposal. In so

concluding we have recognised and

provided for the other matters of

national importance, namely s.6(b)

and (c) of the Act and have in our

overall assessment, had particular

regard to the various provisions of s.7

of the Act.” 

This was followed by the Court’s

substantive decision in North Shore

City Council and others v Auckland

Regional Council (Okura) [1997]

NZRMA 59. We say “substantive”

because this decision followed on

from an earlier declaratory

judgment case about the validity of

specific regional policies for the

The method of

applying section

5 then involves

an overall broad

judgment of

whether a

proposal would

promote the

sustainable

management of

natural and

physical

resources.
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control of urban limits in the

Auckland Region. 

In the substantive decision, which

related to a proposal to place

certain parts of the North Shore

outside the limit of urban

development including an

important tidal estuary (the Okura

Basin), the Court said this about

section 5:

“A way of managing of natural and

physical resources which fails to

sustain, to safeguard, and to avoid,

mitigate, or remedy the matters in

paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) thereby

also restricts the extent to which that

way of managing the resources

enables a community to provide for its

wellbeing. Where (as in this case)

there are a number of issues to be

considered in deciding whether a

proposal would promote the

sustainable management of natural

and physical resources as defined, it is

our understanding that the duty

entrusted to those making decisions

under the Act cannot be performed by

simply deciding that on a single issue

one or more of the goals in

paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) is not

attained.”

Then, after referring to the passage

from the judgment of Justice Greig

quoted earlier the Court went on to

say:

“We have considered in the light of

those remarks the method to be used

in applying section 5 to a case where

on some issues a proposal is found to

promote one or more of the aspects of

sustainable management, and on

others is found not to attain, or to

fully attain, one or more of the aspects

described in paragraphs (a), (b) and

(c). To conclude that the latter

necessarily overrides the former, with

no judgment of scale or proportion,

would be to subject section 5 (2) to the

strict rules and proposal (sic) of

statutory construction which are not

applicable to the broad description of

the statutory purpose. To do so would

not allow room for exercise of the kind

of judgment by decision-makers

(including this Court -formerly the

Planning Tribunal) alluded to in the 

NZ Rail case.”

Finally, after referring to the

passage in Trio Holdings Ltd again

quoted earlier, the Court said this:

“Application of section 5 in the way

described in that passage from the

Trio Holdings decision involves

consideration of both main elements

of section 5. The method calls for

consideration of the aspects in which a

proposal would represent

management of natural and physical

resources in a way or at a rate which

enables people and communities to

provide for their social, economic and

cultural well being, health and safety.

It also requires consideration of the

respects in which it would or would

not meet the goals described in

paragraphs (a), (b) and (c).

The method of applying section 5 then

involves an overall broad judgment of

whether a proposal would promote the

sustainable management of natural

and physical resources. That

recognises that the Act has a single

purpose. Such a judgment allows for

comparison of conflicting

considerations in the scale or degree

of them, and their relative significance

or proportion in the final outcome.” 

In the third case Aquamarine Ltd v

Southland Regional Council, Decision

C126/97, the Court again adopted the

overall broad judgment approach in

reliance on both the earlier decisions.

This was a case about a proposal to

export fresh water from Deep Cove

using large ocean-going tankers and

again an assessment of several of the

matters in Part II of the Act were

critical to the outcome, which was to

dismiss the appeal against the

Southland Regional Council’s decision

and thus refuse the necessary resource

consents for the proposal.

We think it is important to emphasise

here that the broad overall judgment

approach, particularly as it was

articulated in the North Shore City case

is not one involving a balancing of

competing elements of section 5(2).

It is a weighing rather than a

balancing exercise. It is a matter of the

weight that is to be given to the

various elements of sustainable

management in the context of the

particular case. Obviously, in Trio

Holdings Ltd for example the Court

gave most weight to enabling

experimentation with the growing of

a particular type of sponge that was

potentially very important for human

The Courts are

not required to

take into account

expressed views

of legislators, the

executive or

their officials

when

interpreting a

statute.
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health. In the North Shore City case in

upholding in part the contested

provisions of the regional policy most

weight was given to the retention of

the Okura Basin for future

generations. 

It is for these reasons too, that it is

inappropriate to single out in

advance, any particular element or

elements of the meaning of

sustainable management and give

them some kind of primacy over

others. 

The broad overall judgment

approach is the one now generally

applied by the Environment Court.

It is worth noting too that although

the North Shore City case went to the

High Court on appeal, Justice

Salmon in that Court, can be taken,

at least by strong inference, as

approving this approach. The

precise issue was not before him but

of the Environment Court’s

approach to the application of

section 5 (2) Justice Salmon said

this: “ As to s.5 of the Act, the Court

considered the relationship between the

various elements of subsection(2) in the

light of the decision of this Court in

New Zealand Rail Ltd v

Marlborough District Council [Then

follows the quote earlier mentioned in

this paper].Justice Salmon continued;

“The Court (being the Environment

Court) concluded that application of s.5

involves an overall broad judgment of

whether a proposal will promote the

sustainable management of natural

and physical resources. That approach

recognises that the Act has a single

purpose. Such a judgment allows for

comparison of conflicting

considerations and the scale or degree

of them and their relative significance

or proportion in the final outcome.”

To complete this discussion, we

should refer to Wakatipu

Environmental Society v Queenstown

Lakes District Council (Decision

C180/99) a more recent decision of

the Environment Court concerning

outstanding landscape values in the

Wakatipu Basin. In this decision the

Court expressed the view that the

first part of section 5(2) is passive

because the word “enabling” is used.

To the extent that this may appear to

be a departure from the broad

overall judgment approach earlier

discussed, it needs to be treated with

caution. As well as the implied

acceptance of that approach by

Justice Salmon there is another High

Court judgment that seems to

acknowledge an active role for the

whole of section 5(2).  Falkner v

Gisborne District Council [1995] 3

NZLR 622, was a case about

common law rights to protect

private property from the threat of

coastal erosion and whether these

are now subject to the regime of the

Resource Management Act. In

holding that they were Justice

Barker said this; “The Act prescribes a

comprehensive, interrelated system of

rules, plans, policy statements and

procedures, all guided by the

touchstone of sustainable management

of resources. The whole thrust of the

regime is the regulation and control of

the use of land sea and air.” 

CONCLUSION

The Courts are not required to take

into account expressed views of

legislators, the executive or their

officials when interpreting a statute.

It is interesting that the Courts have

placed a different meaning on the

import of section 5 from that

expressed by the former Minister for

the Environment.  The decisions of

the Courts endorse the role of the

RMA as a conflict resolving statute,

in the same vein as the preceding

environmental statutes, in

particular the Town and Country

Planning Act 1977. This puts an

onus on decision-makers (elected

councillors, the Environment Court

and the Minister for the

Environment) to take into account,

in an holistic integrated fashion,

diverse values different groups

place on the environment as a basis

for decision-making about

allocation and management of

resources. Nevertheless, the views

of the former Minister and his

officials have been influential in

shaping perceptions of district and

regional council elected members

and staff about the purpose of the

Act. This may have had some

bearing on the quality of the first

generation of district and regional

plans. 
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The Aquaculture
Moratorium

What do you visualise

when you think of

“marine farming”?

Depending on where you live or take

your holidays, most likely you will

envisage lines of mussel farms, racks of

Pacific oysters or maybe salmon cages.

You will probably imagine compact

farms in sheltered inshore waters.

But many recent marine farming

proposals do not fit this image. These

farms are offshore - even out of sight of

shore.  They may be large in

comparison with existing farms, but

the density of the farming structures is

low - you could sail a yacht or run a

trawler between the lines. Soon, we

could be farming tuna, snapper and

other large fish in offshore cages,

sponges, seaweeds and shellfish on the

seafloor, and lobsters in cages on the

seabed. The line between farmed fish

and enhanced wild fisheries will blur.

The planning issues and

environmental effects of different types

of marine farms are as different as the

effects of a piggery and a vineyard. To

treat all types of marine farming, in all

regions, as having the same set of

effects and issues is clearly ludicrous.

Yet this is exactly what the Resource

Management (Aquaculture

Moratorium) Amendment Bill does.

The Moratorium Bill (at the time of

writing before the Primary Production

Select Committee) halts all new and

existing applications for marine farms

in their tracks for two years. The aim of

the Bill is to prevent uncontrolled

development while new legislation for

aquaculture is put in place.

The aquaculture reforms

Aquaculture currently

accounts for 15% of New

Zealand’s seafood exports

and is the most rapidly growing of our

seafood sectors.  It is an innovative

industry, with huge potential to do

what New Zealand excels in -

producing high quality, high value,

environmentally sustainable products

for niche export markets. Inadequate

legislation has long been recognised as

a barrier to the sector’s further

development, and for this reason the

Seafood Industry Council (SeaFIC)

has been an advocate for, and involved

in, the reform of aquaculture

legislation for many years. Because

SeaFIC represents the interests of both

fishers and marine farmers, we’ve had

to look for ways of ensuring the

sustainable, managed development of

aquaculture while at the same time

protecting the integrity of harvest

rights in wild fisheries - not always an

easy balance to strike!

The legislative reform process is also

surprisingly complex. Aquaculture is

currently managed under a

cumbersome dual system (Resource

Management Act and Fisheries Act

1983) but many older marine farms

operate under leases and licences

granted under the Marine Farming Act

1971. The transitional issues alone are

mind boggling. The reforms have

multiple objectives, including

improving aquaculture harvest rights,

clarifying responsibilities for managing

the environmental effects of

aquaculture, improving integration

between coastal planning, marine

farming and fishing, and streamlining

the management of land-based

aquaculture activity. But these original

objectives appear to have been

muddied recently by the perceived

“gold rush” for marine farming space

in some regions and by increasingly

common NIMBY reactions to new

marine farm developments. In some

communities people are asking “how

much marine farming is enough?”

The issue is further complicated by

unresolved Maori claims to the

foreshore and seabed and Maori

aspirations for marine farm

development (90% of the area of

current notified applications for

marine farms involve Maori interests).

There are also the broader issues of

rights, obligations and values in the

marine environment, which are the

- blunt instruments vs. targeted tools
Nici Gibbs, Policy Manager, NZ Seafood Industry Council
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subject of the ongoing Oceans Policy

process. Adding another layer to the

mix, SeaFIC is convinced that many of

the problems with planning for

aquaculture have arisen not just from

inadequate legislation, but from poor

planning practice. Fixing the legislation

won’t necessarily be sufficient to

improve practice.

With all these complex issues floating

around, you can see why a moratorium

might have looked like a good interim

solution. It’s a simple way to provide

some breathing space. But this

“sledgehammer” approach is no

substitute for good policy and practice

- the moratorium comes at

considerable cost to the marine

farming industry and regional

development, and it  undermines some

of the fundamental premises of the

Resource Management Act.

Providing for the managed
development of
aquaculture

The Moratorium Bill prevents any

aquaculture development - not just for

the 2 year moratorium period, but also

for however long it takes after that for

councils to implement the main

aquaculture reforms. Councils we’ve

talked to think that 5-7 years is not an

unreasonable estimate of the time it

will take to revamp their plans to be

consistent with the as-yet-unwritten

new aquaculture legislation.

Our aquaculture exports were worth in

excess of $210 million in 2000 and are

growing rapidly. World demand for

seafood is increasing, and it’s predicted

that within 25 years 50% of world

seafood production will be farmed.

Any “break” in New Zealand’s ability to

meet this growing international

demand for farmed products will result

in a loss of market share. Other

products, often lower quality, will step

in and fill the niche created by

premium New Zealand products like

GreenshellTM Mussels.

It is vital that the sustainable, managed

development of aquaculture is able to

continue while the new legislation

works its way through the

Parliamentary process.

Blunt instruments

The seafood industry doesn’t

have a problem with the

general intent of the

Moratorium Bill; no-one wants to see

the effectiveness of the final reform

package compromised in the short

term. However, we believe that same

intent can be achieved with a more

sophisticated, targeted approach that

doesn’t unnecessarily constrain

sustainable aquaculture development.

There is no justification for a

nationwide, compulsory moratorium

when a more tailored approach is

possible. 

Some councils have experienced an

unanticipated level of new marine

farming applications that their current

planning provisions are unable to deal

with. Some have been caught out by

the rapidly developing technology that

has allowed marine farmers to take

advantage of new farming methods in

areas not considered suitable for

“traditional” marine farms. Other

councils are facing intense competition

for marine farming space that is not

well addressed by the existing “first in

first served” approach to the allocation

of coastal space. However, many

councils consider that marine farming

is not a big issue in their regions, or

that their plans are adequate. They are

confident that applications for new

marine farms can continue to be

assessed on a case-by-case basis.

One of the basic principles of the

Resource Management Act is that

management responses should be

developed at the level of the

community of interest and should be

tailored to the effects of the activity. The

Moratorium Bill takes the opposite

approach  - it is a single, blunt

management response, imposed

centrally, regardless of the effects of the

activities it seeks to manage. A

preferable approach would be to

empower regional councils to

determine whether a targeted

moratorium is appropriate for their

region. Councils should be able to lift

the moratorium - for their whole

region, for part of the region, or for

particular types of marine farming -

using the Special Order provisions in

the Local Government Act.

Retrospectivity repugnant

While export statistics and

regional development

will suffer from the

effects of a moratorium, the costs for

individual marine farm applicants will

be acute. About 200 marine farm

consent applications that have not yet

been heard are currently sitting with

councils. These will all be halted by the

The issue is
further

complicated by
unresolved Maori

claims to the
foreshore and

seabed.
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moratorium. This means that 200

applicants, who have invested

considerable time and resources in

preparing their applications with the

legitimate expectation of being heard,

will be disadvantaged.

SeaFIC thinks that this is contrary to

the principles of natural justice. We,

along with many other submitters,

have recommended to the Select

Committee that applications made by

28 November 2001 (the date the

moratorium was announced) should

continue to be processed under the

existing regime.

Wider issues - where is the
RMA going?

While this article has

looked at the

Moratorium Bill from

the perspective of the seafood

industry’s desire to provide for the

sustainable development of the

industry, a wider issue is also at stake.

The Resource Management Act is

based on the philosophy of providing

a range of tools, and requiring decision

makers to select the best tool to deal

with the issue at hand. And then

decision makers must justify, through

section 32, why that tool is the best.

The discipline of assessing the costs

and benefits of alternative

management responses is a valuable

one (and one that SeaFIC has

frequently sought to have included in

other legislation, including the Marine

Reserves Act and the Fisheries Act). 

The Moratorium Bill starts to erode

this fundamental principle of the

Resource Management Act. The main

aquaculture reform package that was

announced at the end of last year

erodes it further by prohibiting

aquaculture other than in specially

defined zones. The message behind

these announcements is that “there is

only one way of managing

aquaculture” - only one tool left in the

toolbox for managing a category of

activities that is as diverse as piggeries

and vineyards. 

If we allow a “one tool fits all”

approach for marine farming, what

does this mean for other activities

managed under the Resource

Management Act? Are we going to see

a range of centrally-imposed, activity-

based prohibitions? Are councils going

to have their tool boxes taken away

and replaced with a single tool?

Anyone with an interest in the

Resource Management Act should be

vitally concerned with what happens

to the Moratorium Bill and the wider

aquaculture reforms.
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A joint statement on 28

November 2001 by the

Minister of Fisheries and

the Minister for the Environment

announced the Government’s

intention to introduce legislation

amending the Resource

Management Act and the Fisheries

Acts so as to alter the consenting

regime for aquaculture. 

The amending legislation was

expected to be introduced to the

House in early to mid 2002.  In

the interim, the statement

announced a moratorium on the

granting of resource consents for

aquaculture, effective from that

date, to be implemented by

legislation that would

retrospectively apply once passed

by Parliament.  The Resource

Management (Aquaculture

Moratorium) Amendment Bill was

introduced to the House on 10

December 2001, had its First

Reading on 18 December 2001,

and was sent to the Primary

Production Select Committee.

Public submissions on the Bill

closed on 8 February 2002 and

the Committee is charged with

reporting back by 8 March 2002.

The Moratorium Bill is a simple

piece of legislation which:

(i) sets 28 November 2001 as

the commencement of the

moratorium, and the end as

two years after commencement

of the legislation;

(ii) prohibits a regional council

from considering and deciding

upon any application made

before the commencement of

the moratorium for the

occupation of the coastal

marine area for the purposes of

marine farming or spat

catching (aquaculture) unless

before the commencement of

the moratorium the council

had commenced a hearing or,

if a hearing was not required,

made a decision under s.105;

(iii) requires in respect of

applications lodged after 28

November 2001 that the

regional council return the

application and any fees paid

to the applicant without

considering the application.

The purpose of the Bill (cl.3)

foreshadows the proposed

amendment to the aquaculture

regime in that it includes

providing regional councils with

an opportunity to include rules in

regional coastal plans as to where

aquaculture can occur and where

it will be prohibited.

The causes of the proposed change

to the aquaculture regime and the

moratorium are multiple:

● amendments to the marine

farming provisions within the

Resource Management Act

have been in Bill form since

1995;

● the Environment Court’s

decision (W42/2001) in the

long-running hearing of

references into provisions

relating to aquaculture in

Tasman District made explicit

the limited range of effects that

can be considered under the

Resource Management Act

when dealing with marine

Aquaculture Moratorium
- a viewpoint

Denis Nugent, Nugent Consultants Limited

Now that the

Government has

decided to

create a truly

one-stop

regulatory stop

for aquaculture,

is the

moratorium

justified? 
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farming;

● the rush of applications for

coastal permits for marine

farms in Marlborough District,

particularly following the

settlement of outstanding

references relating to marine

farming provisions in the Plan;

● the proliferation of

applications for large off-shore

marine farms around New

Zealand.

Additionally, I think a

contributing factor is the

opportunity created by regional

councils in not adequately

considering the appropriate

management regime for marine

farming in their region, and

leaving the activity with the

default classification:

discretionary.  The experience of

Marlborough District has shown

that even non-complying activity

status does not discourage

applications.

Now that the Government has

decided to create a truly one-stop

regulatory stop for aquaculture, is

the moratorium justified?  The

answer requires an examination of

what is to be changed.

The significant change to the

resource consent process will be

the inclusion of the Fisheries Acts

matters in considering the grant of

aquaculture permits under the

Resource Management Act.  The

other apparent change is the

suggestion that the RM Act will be

amended to allow the

establishment of Aquaculture

Management Areas.  However, that

option is available now, as has

been demonstrated by the

Environment Court’s decision in

the Tasman District references.

The issue of conflict between the

use of sea space for aquaculture

structures and the rights of fishers,

particularly commercial fishers,

can be a significant one.

Commercial fishers rely on the

property rights they hold under

the Quota Management System for

their access to the fisheries.  These

rights are defined as to location.

Commercial fishers see any

diminution in the total sea space

they can fish under their Quota

rights, as a potential diminution of

the property rights they hold.

This clearly becomes an issue

when large areas (hundreds of

hectares) are proposed to be

removed by allocation to marine

farming structures.

At present arguments on this topic

are not dealt with in an open

process such as that used in the

resource consent process.  Rather,

it is a matter of Ministerial

discretion challengable only in the

High Court by way of judicial

review.  Being a two step process,

it also means that a large amount

of time and resources can be put

into the resource consent process

by applicant, consent authority

and submitters, only for the

Minister of Fisheries to refuse a

fisheries permit on justifiable

grounds. 

There is some logic therefore in

holding the various applications

for large scale marine farms in

abeyance while the regime is

changed.  It reduces the cost to

consent authorities and submitters

in respect of applications that may

not be able to be given effect to.

While various public statements

have been made about the severe

effect on employment and

economic development caused by

the moratorium, those statements

are in respect of resource consent

applications that have not yet been

heard, and which may or may not

get Fisheries Act approval even if

they did obtain a resource

consent.  The moratorium replaces

that uncertainty with the certainty

that the consents cannot be

processed for a set period of time,

and when they are, the present

two-step process will become a

single step, again with more

certainty than the present system.

While I consider there is logic in

the moratorium in respect of the

large scale applications, I do not

think the same can be said of

applications for small new sites, or

small extensions to existing

marine farms.  Unless there is a

clustering of such farms, marine

farms of 4 ha or less reasonably

close to shore have limited effects

on fisheries.  In addition, minor

extensions to existing marine

farms could fall into the same

category.  Thus the likelihood of a

At present

arguments on

this topic are not

dealt with in an

open process

such as that used

in the resource

consent process.
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small isolated marine farm close to

shore obtaining a resource consent

but being refused a fisheries

permit is low.  The same can be

said of an application for a few

hundred square metres extension

of an existing farm.  Thus, the

wasted effort argument does not

hold.

The other factor favouring a

moratorium is the way the

resource consent process is being

used to determine the resource

management regime of large areas

of coastal waters.  Where a

regional coastal plan classifies

marine farming as discretionary or

non-complying for the bulk of the

region, it is the applicants who

decide what water space will be

allocated to marine farming for

reasons related to their

applications, rather than in terms

of sustainable management of the

resource.  Given that part of the

rationale for the moratorium is to

give regional councils the

opportunity to consider the

management of water space in the

region, and to allocate where

appropriate areas as Aquaculture

Management Areas (AMAs), there

is logic in halting the resource

consent process while that work is

done so as to remove pre-emptive

allocation.

Again the pre-emptive allocation

argument really only applies in

relation to large proposals.  Small

isolated marine farms may be seen

as potential nodes for further

development, but their existence

would not in itself necessarily

create a defacto AMA.  Minor

extensions would have no such

effect.

When examined in terms of the

harm or nuisance it is trying to

deal with, there are good reasons

for the moratorium being applied,

but with exemptions for smaller

farms and minor extensions.  Such

an exemption could include a

separation distance from adjoining

farms so as to stop multiple small

farm applications becoming a

large area, and a requirement on

proximity to shore so as to avoid

open water conflicts that the

moratorium is also trying to avoid.

Small isolated

marine farms

may be seen as

potential nodes

for further

development.
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Time is money:
Cost, delay and notification under the RMA

By Trevor Daya-Winterbottom, Senior Solicitor, Chapman Tripp

INTRODUCTION

Compliance costs are

currently a hot topic.

Indeed, the Ministerial

Panel on Business Compliance

Costs (July 2001) made a specific

inquiry into the question of why

compliance cost reduction is

important.  The findings of the

Panel were that:

“The very clear message that the

Panel received from businesses was

that some compliance costs can act

as a brake on business growth.

They are discouraging growth by

reducing incentives to be

innovative and by placing barriers

in the way of expansion.

Compliance costs are also

diverting resources away from

productive pursuits, including

research and development.  Some

businesses suggest compliance

costs are eroding New Zealand’s

international competitiveness.”

It is also interesting to note before

turning to look in more detail at the

issues relating to notification, that

one of the initial intentions which

lay behind the enactment of the

RMA was to “establish a more

efficient, more certain and less

costly process for making

community decisions on resource

management”.  It may be useful to

bear that comment in mind,

particularly when looking at

proposed amendments to the RMA.

The vexed issue of public
notification

So, why is public notification

under the RMA a vexed

issue?  An answer to this

question was provided succinctly

by Justice Priestley in the recent

case of Sheppard & Bendall v North

Shore City Council (High Court,

Auckland, May 2001) when he

stated:

“Developers will understandably

want to avoid costs and delays

which Resource Management Act

processes entail.  If the number of

people whose views the consent

authority has to consider can be

restricted, the greater the control

over the process which can be

exercised by the land owner or

developer.  The costs and delays of

appeals are additionally avoided.”  

(p 23)

As a result there is a clear incentive

for developers and land owners to

seek that resource consent

applications be processed on a non-

notified basis to avoid costs and

delay.  These issues will be looked

at further after taking a brief

overview of public notification

under the RMA.

Public notification: an
overview

There is a general

presumption under the

RMA of allowing public

participation.  In particular section

93(1)(g) provides that “every

application for a resource consent

[shall be] Publicly notified”.

However, like all general rules

there are exceptions to this

provision.

Section 94 of the RMA provides

specific exceptions to notification:

● Where the district or regional

plan expressly permits

consideration of applications

for controlled and restricted

discretionary activities without

the need to obtain the written

For this test, all

potential (real)

effects must be

considered, not

only those which

are minor or

worse.
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approval of affected persons

(section 94(1)(b) and (1A) of

the RMA).

● In the case of discretionary

and non-complying activities, an

application for resource consent

need not be notified where the

adverse effects will be minor,

and written approval has been

obtained from every affected

person (section 94(2) of the

RMA).

Latest position from the
courts

In Sheppard the High Court

usefully summarised the test

for non-notification under

section 94(2) of the RMA in respect

of discretionary and non-

complying activities.  It confirmed

that the test takes the form of two

separate, sequential and cumulative

parts:

● First, the Council is obliged

to make a general enquiry about

effects on “the environment”.

Are there any which are more

than minor? If the answer to

this question is Yes, the

application must be notified.  If

the answer is No, then the

second part of the test is to be

examined.

● Are there persons potentially

affected in an adverse way?  For

this test, all potential (real)

effects must be considered, not

only those which are minor or

worse.  The Council may only

disregard matters truly to be

considered “de minimus” (or

negligible).

Additionally, the Court also

provided some useful comment on

the baseline for effects assessment

in relation to the first part of the

non-notification test referred to

above:

● In the Sheppard case resource

consent had previously been

granted for a similar proposal on

the subject land on a non-

notified basis.  That consent

remained valid and capable of

implementation.  The Court

gave approval to the comparison

between the application under

challenge and the previous

consent because the two

proposals were substantially

similar in terms of both activity

and environmental effects.

Confirmation of this point by

the Court in Sheppard extends

consideration of the baseline for

effects assessment (where

relevant) from one of merely

considering permitted activities.

A point which will be touched

on again when looking at

proposed amendments to the

RMA.

● The Sheppard case also

confirmed the importance of

plan provisions.  For example,

where the controls in the plan

do not specifically regulate or

provide discretion to the

Council.  As a result the effects

of complying with such plan

provisions is deemed to have

been anticipated by the

community when the plan was

prepared.

• Finally, when looking at the

various effects of a proposed

activity on the environment, the

Court confirmed that a “holistic”

approach should be preferred,

rather than adopting a separate

item by item approach for the

effects assessment.  The Court

considered that a holistic

approach would ensure that

cumulative effects were also

considered.

Consequences of
notification

The consequences of

notification can lead to

increased costs, and the

delays of appeals for land owners

and developers.  For example:

● Any person can make a

submission on the application.

● Submitters have the right to be

heard by the consent authority

(if they so desire).

● Any person who made a

submission about an application

can lodge an appeal with the

Environment Court against the

consent authority’s decision.

The impact of submissions and

The effects of

complying with

such plan

provisions is

deemed to have

been anticipated

by the

community when

the plan was

prepared.
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Council hearings has been recorded

by the Resource Management Act:

Annual Survey of Local Authorities

1999/2000 published by the Ministry

for the Environment in May 2001.

The survey recorded that on average

3% of land use consent applications

are publicly notified nationally.

There are, however, variations in

these statistics across the country.

For example, within the Auckland

region the notification record of

Auckland, Manukau, North Shore,

Papakura, and Waitakere is well

below the national average.  The

picture is, however, different in

Franklin and Rodney where

respectively 4.3% and 6.6% of land

use consent applications are publicly

notified.

Time limits

The same research by the MfE

also shows that notified

land use consents are likely

to take longer to process than non-

notified applications.  For example,

in the case of Rodney only 68% of

notified land use consents were

processed within time, whereas 89%

of non-notified land use consent

applications were processed within

the time limits prescribed by the

RMA.  Similarly, in the case of

Waitakere only 33% of notified land

use consent applications were

processed within time, whereas 93%

of non-notified land use consent

applications were processed within

time.

Beyond delays at the Council stage

there is an additional risk of appeals

to the Environment Court.  The

report of the Ministerial Panel on

Business Compliance Costs noted that:

“One of the major causes for

concern among businesses are the

excessive delays in cases being

heard before the Environment

Court.  Waiting times vary from 18

to 30 months and there is currently

a backlog of approximately 3,000

cases.”

“Risk” of non-
notification

Non-notification is,

however, not without

risk.  Should proceedings

be lodged, land owners and

developers face either delay whilst

the proceedings are heard, or the

risk attendant in proceeding with

the development in the interim.

The record of recent case law

indicates that the risk of proceeding

with development in the face of

judicial review proceedings could

be substantial.

● For example, in the Bayley

case the final outcome was that

the developer needed to obtain

an additional land use consent

under the Transitional District

Plan.

● In the Lowe case the effects of

the High Court decision on the

land owner were more

significant - the grant of

resource consent was declared

by the Court to be invalid and

the resource consent itself was

set aside notwithstanding that

the bulk of the work had been

completed.  In such

circumstances a fresh

application would be required,

and would be likely to be

notified.

Even where successful, the cost of

delay in proceeding with a

development in the face of judicial

review proceedings can be

substantial.  These costs cannot be

recovered by the developer - unless

the applicant for judicial review has

sought an interim order restraining

the development from proceeding.

In cases where an interim order is

not sought and the developer is

ultimately successful, only the costs

involved in defending the

proceedings can be recovered in

accordance with the High Court

Scales.  Commonly this will result

in a developer or land owner being

able to recover somewhere between

10 and 30% of their legal and

consultants’ costs.

RM Amendment Bill
2001

When introduced into

Parliament the

Resource Management

Amendment Bill was heralded as a

Bill intended to reduce duplication,

uncertainty and costs of

compliance, and to improve the

practice and procedures of the

RMA.  However, over time the

intention behind the Bill has been

weakened.  In particular:

● Sections 93 and 94 of the

RMA dealing with notification

of applications, and the

instances when notification is

not required are to be repealed

and substituted.  As a result the

position reached today with

decided case law from the High

Court is likely to be eroded, and

replaced with uncertainty until

such time as the new provisions

have been interpreted and the

subject of judgment by the

Courts.

● Additionally, in relation to the

baseline for effects assessment,

the new provisions legislate for
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the “permitted baseline test” - as

a result consideration of previous

resource consents (as occurred in

the Sheppard case) may be lost.

● The introduction of new

provisions for “limited

notification” - that is providing

hearing rights for only those

affected persons who have

declined to give their written

approval in respect of a proposal,

has been struck out of the Bill by

the Select Committee.  This

provision was originally

described as one of the 10 key

measures included in the Bill.

● Jurisdiction to hear notification

challenges is also proposed to be

transferred to the Environment

Court.  Additionally, where a

challenge is successful, the Court

is to be given extended

enforcement powers to cancel

the resource consent challenged.

These amendments were viewed

with some concern by the

Ministerial Panel on Business

Compliance Costs. The Panel

stated in its report that:

“We note that ... the ability to appeal a

council’s decision to non-notify a

resource consent application to the

Environment Court as opposed to the

High Court is likely to increase costs.”

As a result the overall conclusion in

relation to the RM Amendment Bill

is likely to be that the Bill will

represent more of a hindrance than

an improvement.

Where to next?

More recently Select

Committee News report-

ed in February 2002

that the Minister for the

Environment, Marian Hobbs,

intends to introduce a

Supplementary Order Paper when

the Bill is debated during the

committee stages in the House of

Representatives.  It is now proposed

that the jurisdiction to hear

notification challenges should

remain with the High Court, and

that the Bill will also be altered to

permit limited notification of

resource consent applications for

activities with minor effects.  These

announcements were made as part

of a package responding to the

report of the Ministerial Panel on

Business Compliance Costs.

Compliance costs have now been a

topic of debate since this latest

review of the RMA was launched by

the publication of Owen McShane’s

report Land Use Control under the

Resource Management Act in April

1998.  The pendulum of debate

continues to produce a divergence

of views, with a recently released

study by the OECD suggesting that

compliance costs are not a major issue

for New Zealand firms.  For example,

a report in EDS News in January 2002

noted that the OECD study:

“... found that the average

compliance costs for individual firms

over the ten countries [surveyed]

were lowest in New Zealand.  New

Zealand firms spent on average

$US8,900 a year, compared with the

ten-country average of $US27,500.

Most significantly, the costs to New

Zealand firms were less than half of

those in Australia, our main trading

partner.  The study estimated that,

for New Zealand firms, 42 per cent

of the costs were incurred in meeting

tax requirements, 32 per cent in

dealing with employment rules and

only 25 per cent in complying with

environmental regulations.”

As a result while reforms currently

proposed in the RM Amendment Bill

and the Minister’s intended

Supplementary Order Paper remain

to be determined during the current

Parliament, it is unlikely that the final

result will lay to rest the ghost of

compliance costs which has

continued to haunt the

implementation of the RMA.

It, therefore, appears that the Advice to

a Young Tradesman given by Benjamin

Franklin in 1748 - to “Remember that

time is money” is likely to remain true

insofar as land owners and developers

are concerned for some time.

This paper was originally presented as

part of Chapman Tripp’s “Twilight”

seminar series in August 2001.  The

writer also acted as junior counsel in the

Sheppard & Bendall case before the

High Court, and is a director of the

Environmental Defence Society.

It is unlikely that

the final result

will lay to rest

the ghost of

compliance

costs.
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The new Local Government

Bill has been heralded as one

of the most significant

reforms in local government since the

previous upheaval in the late 1980s.

But will it in fact dramatically change

any of the grassroots of local body

administration and regulation?

Maybe, but probably not to the same

degree as has been headlined.  

To understand, it is necessary to

review the key features of the Bill.

The new Bill ‘modernises’ the

purpose and functions of local

authorities, giving local authorities

the same powers as other corporate

bodies.  But is this as dramatic a

change as has been suggested?  To

explain:

● Are there really many instances

where councils have previously

been unable to undertake

activities because of a question-

mark about their power to do so?

Probably not - apart from

perhaps some large scale regional

projects, and probably more so

for regional councils, than

territorial authorities. 

● Then there is also the proposed

wording in the Bill:

● purpose: ‘to enable local

decision making, by, and on

behalf of, individuals in their

communities, to

democratically promote and

action their social, economic,

environmental, and cultural

well-being in the present and

for the future’;

● powers: ‘for the purpose of

performing its purpose, a

local authority has ... full

capacity to carry on or

undertake any activity or

business to do any act, or

enter into any transaction...

and [for these purposes] full

rights, powers, and

privileges’;

● when exercising their

powers outside the district or

region: ‘only to the extent that

... [a local authority] considers

this is consistent with

promoting the well-being of

the district or region’ and is

‘mandated’ by the (new

‘supped-up’) decision making

processes;

Is the (rather complicated and

circular) wording actually going

to get rid of potential complaints

that local authorities have

exceeded their mandate?  While

the purpose of local government

has been given more prominence

in Part 2 of the Bill, is it

substantially different from the

current power of territorial

authorities in s247B of the LGA:

‘to undertake the planning,

implementation, and

maintenance of any work that, in

the opinion of the territorial

authority, is necessary or

beneficial to the district, whether

inside or outside the district’?  Of

course though, there is no

equivalent provision in the current

LGA for regional councils.

● The general powers are only one

bundle of powers local

government relies on.   Outside

that bundle, coercive powers such

as the power to regulate (eg by

bylaws), tax (by rating), etc must -

and always have been - specifically

prescribed.  In addition, the

general power of competence is

limited by any other restrictions in

the Bill or other enactments and

‘the rule of law’.   Many other of

the other ‘old-school’ statutes will

need to be modernised to reflect

the new, more general model of

local government.

While the concept of a power of

competence is undoubtedly sensible,

the actual effect of it has perhaps

been over-dramatised.

There are no complaints about the

updating of the language and text of

local government’s key legislation.

No longer will councillors, officers

and lawyers need to wade through

the long, difficult to navigate, and

overly prescriptive Local

Government Act - described by

Sandra Lee as a ‘dog’s breakfast’.  No-

one will be sad to see the confusing

numbering (such as s37ZZMA,

s101ZZV, and s707ZZZZH)

disappear.

The Local Government Bill -
An engine overhaul or just a tune for local government?

Dean Knight, Lawyer, Phillips Fox
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The Treaty has been recognised in the

new Bill but oddly (or probably

deliberately, because the application

of the Treaty of Waitangi to local

government has always not been

controversial and difficult to resolve),

the traditional Treaty of Waitangi

clause has not been used.  Instead ‘to

recognise and respect the principles of

the Treaty of Waitangi, and with a

view to maintaining and improving

opportunities for Maori, to contribute

to local government decision making

processes, [the Bill provides]

principles and mechanisms to

facilitate participation by Maori in

local authority decision-making’.  Yes,

there are clearly strong mechanisms

for Maori input into decision making,

but at the end of the day, Maori must

be disappointed with the ‘Claytons’

Treaty of Waitangi clause which does

not require local authorities to take

account of, or act in accordance with,

the principles of the Treaty.

Then there is the new central

planning document - the long term

council community plan.  This is

designed to provide the big picture on

how all the work of a council fits

together - a ‘road map’ for where it is

heading.  Again a sensible incremental

advance from the long-term financial

strategy, especially as it aims to

integrate social, environmental,

cultural, and economic activities.  But

is this really only formalising the

current strategic planning of local

authorities?  And how helpful will this

document be - with short time frames

for developing the plan and the need

to use the new super-duper special

consultative procedure.  We are all

familiar with the length of time it has

taken to develop coherent district

plans.  The sheer number of specific

matters which must be incorporated

into the plan may mean it will be

years before plans advance beyond a

collation of current planning material

plus the mandatory extras to the

strategic co-ordination tool envisaged. 

Further, the suggestion the long term

council community plan may

outshine the district plan as the

primary planning instrument of local

authorities may be slightly premature.

Certainly the goal will be to integrate

the governance of council activities

under the long term council

community plan and the regulation of

the environment (there will be areas

where environmental goals are more

properly achieved by a mix of

regulation and local authority works -

and should be so co-ordinated in a

common document).  But on a day to

day level, the nuts-and-bolts of what

they can and can’t do under district

plans surely will be of more interest to

citizens - ie the regulatory arm of local

government.  At the end of the day,

isn’t the most significant way to

promote (and regulate) development

through expansive (or restrictive)

control in the district plan?

On the issue of development, the

power to impose development

contributions is welcomed by local

government (but perhaps not by

developers!).  It is probably the key

aspect of the reforms for those

working in the environmental and

planning area.  Development con-

tributions are contributions for the

costs of the incremental provision of

reserves and network infrastructure

arising out of new developments

(including subdivisions). Develop-

ment contributions are additional to

financial contributions under the

RMA, but cannot be imposed if a

financial contribution has already

been imposed as a condition of the

resource consent.   Important for

councils who do not yet have

operative plans and therefore have no

power to impose financial

contributions but an amendment to

the Resource Management Act

(currently before Parliament) would

have allowed financial conditions to

be imposed under rules in proposed -

rather than just operative - plans

anyway.

The other regulatory and enforcement

powers have been rationalised and

‘tweaked’.  The specific bylaw powers

have been simplified and broadened

but bylaws will need to be reviewed

regularly or else they will expire.

Sensible changes, but again this is

unlikely to take immediate effect - an

odd transitional provision seems to

‘save’ any current bylaws for 5 years,

regardless of whether they fit within

the new general empowering

provisions or not.

Overall, despite reservations about the

degree these reforms will impact on

day-to-day local body governance and

regulation, the reforms do represent

an overdue overhaul and

rationalisation of the Local

Government Act.   Local govern-

ment’s excitement for the move to

general powers though will perhaps

be tempered by nervousness about

the enhanced (very prescriptive and

onerous) governance, planning, and

consultation processes in the Bill.

The specific by

law powers have

been simplified

and broadened.
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Case Notes

PERIPHERAL GROWTH
IN CHRISTCHURCH

The interim decision of the

Environment Court in Suburban

Estates Limited & Muir Park Corporate

Limited v Christchurch City Council

(C217/2001) may well have

profound implications for local

authorities attempting to control

perceived problems associated with

“urban sprawl”.  

Many traditional conceptions about

the link between control and design

of urban growth patterns and such

issues as congestion, air pollution,

global warming and versatile soils

were critically examined by reference

to both planning and economic

theory.  

The case concerned various

references to the Proposed

Christchurch City District Plan,

affecting the zoning of some 860

hectares of land.  Of this, the

Canterbury Regional Council sought

that 300 hectares of land zoned

Living be re-zoned Rural.  By contrast

560 hectares of land zoned Rural was

sought to be zoned Living or Rural

Residential by other referring parties.

The basic case of the Regional

Council was that to zone the

contested land for residential

purposes would have a range of

adverse effects in terms of increasing

vehicle trips (distances), vehicle

emissions to air, dependence on

motor vehicles, and loss of versatile

soils.  

Significant economic interests were

also at stake.  The Court observed

that even on a crude economic

measure, the difference in value of

the 860 hectares of land subject of

the proceedings (as between a rural

and a residential zoning), would be

120 million dollars.  

Prior to the hearing commencing,

the objectives and policies of the

Proposed Plan relating to urban

growth were resolved by consent

between all referrers and interested

parties.  The remaining urban

growth issues largely related to zone

boundaries.  The principal issue in

this case became the extent to which

the contested zonings would reflect

the various objectives and policies

already confirmed by the Court, in

terms of the stated aim of urban

consolidation, as recorded and

defined in those provisions. 

Prior to considering the factual

issues raised by the parties, the

Court traversed the various

statutory obligations applying under

RMA for the preparation of District

Plans.  Of particular interest in this

analysis was the finding by the

Court that in deciding, under

section 32, whether rules or other

methods are necessary to achieve

the purpose of the Act, that purpose

is to be found in the objectives and

policies of the District Plan.  The

over arching purpose of the Act was

presumed to be met by, and

subsumed in (in this case), the

settled objectives and policies

relating to urban consolidation.  As

such, this decision may be seen as a

modification of the often cited test

regarding section 32 as set out in

Nugent v Auckland City Council

[1996] NZRMA 481.

The Court then went on to consider

and interpret the various (settled)

objectives and policies relating to

urban consolidation.  It noted that

the objective relating to urban

consolidation had an associated

policy “enabling” new peripheral

development, where consistent with

a consolidated urban form.  The

Court rejected arguments made by

the Regional Council that these

objectives and policies were

intended to effectively ration the re-

zoning of rural land to living zones.

However, the Court accepted that

Martin Williams, Barrister, Environmental Law Chambers

To deny the

re-zonings might

in fact lead to

worsening of

some of the

effects of

concern to the

Regional Council.



consolidation objectives were of

great importance under the District

Plan, and needed to be applied on a

location by location basis with

regard to the particular areas of land

sought to be re-zoned.  

The first factual issue traversed

related to projected patterns of

growth and rates of growth

throughout the city, drawing

distinctions between containment,

consolidation and disbursed

development.  This included an

analysis of potential impacts on

section and house values and the

implications of releasing new land

for living purposes.  The Regional

Council’s evidence in this respect

was intended to demonstrate that

the amount of land zoned as Living

was adequate to supply all needs in

the city, and that limiting the

amount of land zoned living would

not have an effect on land prices.

The Court found that this evidence

was inconsistent with basic

economic theory and did not reflect

the consolidated model for growth

envisaged in the objectives and

policies of the District Plan.  The

Court accepted submissions from

the City Council that these

provisions did not aim to seek a

precise release of land for peripheral

development judged against a

quantified understanding of market

demand.  Rather the Plan was

attempting a more general

judgement so that over time the

outcome would be peripheral urban

development to an extent consistent

with those objectives and policies.

The Court also made the interesting

observation, based on the opposing

evidence, that to deny the re-

zonings might in fact lead to

worsening of some of the effects of

concern to the Regional Council.

For example, it could in fact lead to

potential residents of the peripheral

areas choosing to live in rural

residential areas further beyond

Christchurch, thereby increasing

travel distances.  

The Court next considered the issue

of versatile soils, accepting that

protection of the life supporting

capacity of soils is an important (but

not absolute) requirement of RMA.

The Regional Council produced

evidence that versatile soils

occupied 80% of the contested land,

and that loss to urban areas would

force production to soils of lower

quality with reduced energy

efficiency, and increased soil

degeneration and pollution.  In

response, the Court noted that at the

rate of consumption of versatile soils

proposed in the case, it would take

about 2,000 years before all of

Canterbury’s versatile soils were

occupied by a “megapolis”.  The

Court referred to and generally

accepted evidence demonstrating

that reduction in lot sizes reduces

options for the use of land and that

agricultural and horticultural

productivity decreases as a result of

subdivision.  However, the Court

also concluded that there was little

need to protect all of the City’s

versatile soils, and preferred to

consider impacts of the particular

zonings sought on a case by case

basis, having regard to the relevant

objectives and policies relating to

that issue.

The Court then turned to the

transportation issues, and generally

took a critical view of assumptions

about the relationship between

urban growth patterns and the use

of private motor vehicles, and effects

on supply of alternative forms of

transportation.  The Court

commented on the large

assumptions inherent in the

transportation objectives and

policies of the District Plan, for

example that it is inefficient to use

private cars, and that it is more

efficient to use public transport. 

Evidence suggesting (by reference to

overseas data) that there is a strong

negative correlation between

transportation effects and urban

population density was not accepted.

The Court pointed out that heavily

populated cities with low travel

distances can have major congestion

and pollution problems (such as

Bangkok); which was not something

which should be seen as desirable for

Christchurch.  
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Evidence from

the Regional

Council about

increased fuel

use and

emissions was

criticised in

opposing

evidence as

being based on

existing

motorcar engine

technologies.
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The Court referred to economic

evidence which was critical of this

evidence as well, in ignoring a range of

factors affecting transport choices,

such as income, comparative cost of

each transport option, along with the

comparative cost of various forms of

housing.  These economic factors

were said to significantly influence

choices of transportation modes, and

had not been addressed in the

Regional Council’s evidence. 

Evidence from the Regional Council

about increased fuel use and

emissions was criticised in opposing

evidence as being based on existing

motorcar engine technologies, and

current road user charging regimes.

This evidence disputed that regulators

can predict marginal change in traffic

flows and distance generated by

different urban forms, ignoring for

example the possibility that higher

density land values may drive people

out of the city increasing commuter

traffic.  

In considering the various views, the

Court first observed that new

motorways may not assist the

transportation situation either, as

more roads simply produce more

traffic on them.  Neither may current

transport planning or potentially

inefficient and expensive public

transport systems.  The Court referred

to evidence stating that traffic

problems of congestion and pollution

are caused by overuse of the physical

resource constituted by roads, because

people can use it for free.  The Court

nevertheless accepted that there may

be a case for restraining residential

zoning to address such issues until

users pay for the temporary moving

right of “ownership” or “licence” to

use roads, in addition to construction

and maintenance costs. 

The next issue considered was the

Regional Council’s concern about the

rate of energy consumption.  The

Court determined, by reference to

section 5(2) of the RMA (which

exempts minerals from the definition

of sustainable management), that

consumption of fuels was an

irrelevant matter so far as the reference

proceedings were concerned.

On the issue of air pollution, the

Court traversed evidence regarding air

quality, and CO2 emissions and global

warming.  It concluded that the effects

on greenhouse gas emissions of

allowing all of the re-zonings would

be so small that they could not be

adequately measured.  Chirstchurch’s

air pollution problems were seen to be

mostly caused by solid fuel burning.

Again, the Court stated a preference to

consider the issue of local air pollution

on a case by case basis in respect of

each re-zoning sought.  

The remainder of the decision is

largely focused on considering the

various section 32 obligations in terms

of both planning and economic issues.

In terms of the judgement required

by section 32(1)(c) of the Act, the

Court considered whether the

proposed zonings were the most

appropriate means of exercising

Council functions, having regard to

their effectiveness and efficiency.

The Court’s decision on this aspect

was made on the narrowest of

margins.  It found that the living

zones would increase the wealth of

society by making land in the city

cheaper for people trying to find

somewhere to live.  Conversely, a

rural zoning of the contested land

would be a social cost because the

price of urban land would stay high.

To refuse all the requested living

zones was found, more likely than

not, to be wasteful because the costs

to society (likely higher land prices)

would be more than the benefits

(possible reduced pollution and

congestion).  As such, the Court

found the position of the

landowners (seeking more living

zones) to be the more efficient

method of achieving the objectives

and policies of the City plan, having

regard to the costs and benefits of

maintaining the land with a rural

zoning.

The Court completed its decision by

considering the consistency of the

zonings with the Regional Policy

Statement provisions, many of

which were transported directly into

the finalised version of the District

Plan.  It determined that the

contested zonings would not be

generically inconsistent with the

Regional Policy Statement

provisions.  

Overall, and having regard to

potential cumulative effects, the

Court concluded that it would be

more efficient to consider each of

the proposed zonings on their

The Court

completed its

decision

considering the

consistency of

the zonings with

the Regional

Policy Statement

provisions.
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merits, in light of the relevant

objectives and policies of the plan,

rather than simply refusing all of the

re-zonings sought as a package.  The

Court therefore issued an interim

decision rather than finding that all

of the contested land should have a

rural zoning, leaving each of the

contested areas to be determined on

a case by case basis. 

Retail growth in
Auckland

The decision of the Environment

Court in St Lukes Group Limited v

Auckland City Council (A132/2001)

concerned a plan change seeking a

re-zoning of 23 hectares of land from

Business 4 to Business 8, basically

allowing for a Business Centre with a

gross floor area of approximately

148,000 m2, including 75,000m2 of

retail and related activities.  The land

at issue is known as Sylvia Park and

is located in the south-east of the

Auckland Isthmus.

The focus of opposition by the

opposing parties (including trade

competitors) was on potential socio-

economic effects on adjacent

business and community centres.

Impacts on  planning policies for

transport efficiency were also raised,

as were cultural issues by Ngati Maru

Iwi Authority.

Before turning to the facts, the Court

considered the extent to which it

could have regard to this type of

concern.  The opponents referred to

previous decisions of the

Environment Court (including St

Lukes Group v North Shore City

Council (A41/2001) - see Resource

Management Journal Issue 2 Vol IX,

July 2001), as authority that

expansion of existing centres is to be

preferred over ad hoc out-of-centre

retail development.  It was also

submitted that Environment Court

decisions show broad agreement that

evidence of potentially high adverse

effects on people and communities,

or evidence of unacceptable

externalities, justifies affirmative

intervention by territorial

authorities.

The Court rejected any general

proposition that new retail centres

cannot be developed if they would

compete with existing centres.

However, it did accept that

potentially high adverse effects on

people and communities, or

evidence of unacceptable

externalities, should be taken into

account in settling provisions of

District Plans about new retail

activities.  

The applicant basically accepted the

need to consider such effects but

argued they would not be

unacceptable in this case.  As such,

the issue was to be decided at a

factual level, in terms of whether

adverse effects of the plan change on

traffic safety and transport efficiency,

and on the ability of people and

communities to provide for their

social and economic well-being,

would be so extensive, that the

statutory purpose of RMA would be

better served by cancelling or

modifying the plan change.

Citing section 74(3) of RMA, the

Court noted common ground

between the parties, that however

extensive, the loss of trade that might

be suffered by businesses in nearby

centres due to competition from Sylvia

Park was not relevant.  Focus was on

the consequential effects on the

communities served by the existing

shopping centres at Panmure,

Otahuhu, Mt Wellington and

Pakuranga in terms of their ability to

provide for economic and social well-

being.  

The Court considered the conflicting

evidence on this point, including

evidence from economists and

consultants on both sides of the

debate.  Planning evidence was also

considered, including evidence from

the opposing parties that the existing

centres could decline to a point where

infrastructure was not efficiently

utilised, and whereby the focal and

availability factor of those centres

would not meet local community

expectations. 

The applicants for the plan change

produced evidence regarding

population growth and increased real

spending levels, offsetting any interim

impact on the adjacent centres.  This

evidence also referred to an existing

decline in the surrounding centres and

the need for those centres to redefine

The Court

compared the

impacts of re-

zoning with the

effects of the

permitted level

of development

on the site under

its current

zoning.
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their roles and become and remain

more competitive.  

Planning evidence for the applicant

also referred to the Auckland Regional

Growth strategy promoting nodal

development near major public

transport routes, and identifying

Sylvia Park as one of the number of

areas where major employment

development is likely to occur.  

There was considerable dispute as to

the percentage impact on retail trade

at the surrounding centres, with the

Court ultimately preferring the

applicant’s evidence on that, and

finding that losses in trade would be

between 11 to 14%.  It also accepted

that such effects would abate in the

sort term due to increased

household retail expenditure, and

adaptations in the surrounding

business areas.  By contrast,

consequential social and economic

effects based on assumptions of

trade losses of the order of 25% were

seen to be over stated.

The Court went on to consider

transportation issues and effects. It

was the opposing parties case that

the development would lead to

greater use of fuel, increased

emissions and road deposits, a

greater dependence on cars, and

would not promote public transport

or the concentration of the urban

environment.

The Court largely rejected that

contention starting from the simple

concept that establishment of more

centres of generally equivalent scale

and function would result in people

living closer to one or more centres,

and therefore having less distance to

travel to the nearest.  To travel to a

further away centre would be a

matter of choice.  If that happened, it

would represent the actions of

people providing for their

perceptions of their well-being.  

Of interest, the Court compared the

impacts of re-zoning with the effects

of the permitted level of

development on the site under its

current zoning.  The Court noted

while it was not obliged to make any

such comparison when considering

a plan change, it was not prevented

from doing so.  Overall the Court

determined that the effects of

implementing the plan change

(including on traffic issues), would

be less than those of development

permitted as of right under the

existing zoning.  This was due in

part to various enhancements over

retail development permitted under

the existing zoning, in terms of

onsite amenities, access to and from

public transport, stormwater quality

treatment etc, along with substantial

financial contributions.

Other matters at issue in the case

included the objection by Ngati

Maru Iwi Authority regarding its

relationship with the subject land,

which the Court ultimately rejected

as being based on general assertions

from indirect sources.

The proposal also needed to be

considered by reference to the

Haruaki Gulf Marine Park Act and

the Auckland Regional Policy

statement.  The Court noted that

conformity with the Auckland

Regional Growth Strategy, Regional

Land Transport Strategy, or the

Auckland City Council Liveable

Communities document was not

required by the Act.   The value of

those documents was however

accepted.

The Court concluded that in light of

its finding on social, economic,

traffic and transportation issues the

plan change would not be

inconsistent with the Regional Policy

Statement.

Finally, the Court considered the

plan change by reference to the

section of the Auckland City Council

Isthmus District Plan setting out the

various criteria applying to this type

of plan change.  Once again, and by

reference to the factual findings

made, the Court concluded that the

proposal was suitable by reference to

the relevant criteria.

In terms of section 32 of the Act, the

Court concluded that the plan

change was necessary (in the sense

of being expedient or desirable in

achieving the purpose of the Act),

with the alternative of ad hoc

business development under the

existing zoning pointing to the

necessity to make comprehensively

planned provision for future

development.

Turning to Part II of the Act, the

Court considered a submission that

the consequential effects of the plan

change would be felt by very

vulnerable sections of the

surrounding communities, and as

such these effects should off set any

benefits.  The Court nevertheless

found the plan change overall to be

consistent with the purpose of the

Act, as defined in section 5.
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LORD COOKE’S LAST
WORD - MCGUIRE AND
MAKEA V HASTINGS
DISTRICT COUNCIL
[2001] NZRMA 557

1. McGuire was the last case heard by

Lord Cooke of Thorndon as a

member of the Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council.  There is much

in his final judgement that is

noteworthy, particularly for those

practicing in the fields of

Environmental / Resource Manage-

ment and Mäori Land. 

2. McGuire involved the Mäori Land

Court’s jurisdiction to injunct

requiring authorities from the

exercise of their powers of

requirement under the RMA.   In a

unanimous decision delivered by

Lord Cooke, the Board traversed a

number of important issues,

including: 

(a) The jurisdiction of the Mäori

Land Court to deal with

Resource Management matters;

(b) Whether the Mäori Land

Court could entertain a collateral

challenge as a form of redress in

the RMA context;

(c) The meaning of “injury to

land” under Te Ture Whenua

Mäori Land Act 1993 (“Whenua

Mäori Act”), and whether it

includes intangible or

metaphysical injury;

(d) The weight to be accorded to

Mäori matters by designating

authorities;

(e) Mäori representation in the

Environment Court. 

3. The Privy Council found that the

Mäori Land Court did not, save in

respect of extreme cases, have

jurisdiction to injunct the Notice of

Requirement.  However, Lord Cooke

stated, “it would be a

misunderstanding of the present

decision see it as a defeat for the Mäori

cause”.

BACKGROUND

4. The case involved a Hastings

District Council decision to make

and notify a requirement for a

designation for a public work under

ss 168 and 168A of the RMA.  The

proposed public work is a route for

the northern arterial route intended

to link lifestyle blocks in Havelock

North to the Hastings-Napier

motorway.  

5. The proposed route crossed Mäori

freehold land, the only lands owned

by the local hapu.  McGuire, Makea

and their fellow Mäori land owners,

obtained urgent interim injunctions

from the MLC on the grounds that

the notification and requirement

would be an “actual or threatened

trespass or other injury to Mäori

freehold land” pursuant to s 19(1)(a)

of the Whenua Mäori Act.  In

advance of a substantive hearing in

the Mäori Land Court that was

scheduled for several weeks after the

date of granting the interim

injunctions, the Council filed review

proceedings in the High Court.  The

Council successfully obtained a

declaration that the interim

injunctions were ultra vires and an

order setting the injunctions aside.

The Mäori land owners

unsuccessfully appealed to the Court

of Appeal. 

JURISDICTION OF
MÄORI LAND COURT

6. The focal point of the case was the

jurisdiction conferred by s 19 of the

Whenua Mäori Act.  Section 19 gives

the Mäori Land Court jurisdiction to

injunct and s 19(1)(a) empowers the

Court at anytime to issue an

injunction against any “actual or

threatened trespass or other injury

to Mäori freehold land”.  

7. The McGuire appellants argued

that an unlawful notice of

requirement could cause “injury to

Mäori land” and, on that basis, the

Mäori Land Court’s power to injunct

extended to stopping an unlawful

notice of requirement.  The Board

was not required to determine

whether in fact the notice of

requirement was lawfully made.

The only issue to be determined at

this stage was whether or not the

Mäori Land Court had prima facie

jurisdiction to injunct a notice on

the basis of its legality. 

8. The Board observed that the

Mäori Land Court is a specialist

court of limited (though important)

jurisdiction.  It also noted that none

of the powers in the Whenua Mäori

Act are expressed to include judicial

Case Notes cont’d

Paul F Majurey, Christian Whata and Gina Rangi, Russell McVeagh 
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review of administrative action or

anything tantamount to it.  To the

Board, this presented a fundamental

difficulty for the Mäori appellants

and Their Lordships were unable to

“stretch the scope of the [Whenua

Mäori Act] so far as would be

needed to uphold the interim

injunction award by the Mäori Land

Court”.  In short, the Board found

that the Mäori Land Court did not

have the requisite jurisdiction to in

effect review the requiring

authority’s decision to notify.  

9. However, the Board left open

whether the MLC might have

jurisdiction in the case of a

purported decision under the RMA

so egregiously ultra vires as to be

plainly not justified by that Act and

conceivably within the scope of the

MLC’s injunctive jurisdiction.  

COLLATERAL
CHALLENGE

10. A number of prominent cases in

the United Kingdom deal with the

ability to collaterally challenge the

exercise of a statutory power.  A

leading case in this respect is

Boddington v British Transport Police

[1999] 2 AC 143.  In Boddington the

House of Lords held that in a

summary criminal prosecution the

defendant was entitled to raise

before the magistrates a defence that

the bylaw he was being prosecuted

under, or an administrative act

purportedly done under it, was ultra

vires.  

11. In deciding against any such

collateral challenge jurisdiction

raised in the present context, the

Board concluded that the present

case cannot be properly described as

a collateral challenge within the

ambit of the reasoning in Boddington.

The Board noted that in a typical

case where the Boddington principle

applies, a collateral challenge arises

incidentally to proceedings in a

court of general (albeit often

inferior) criminal or civil

jurisdictions.  The Board added that

the width of the jurisdiction of

magistrates in England was

emphasized in Boddington by both

the Lord Chancellor and Lord Steyn.  

12. By contrast, Their Lordships

observed, the Mäori Land Court has

a range of quite precisely defined

heads of civil jurisdiction in matters

pertaining to Mäori land, a range not

extending to issues of invalidity of

administrative actions.  The telling

point in this case was the finding by

the Board that “although dressed up

as a claim for an injunction against a

threatened injury to Mäori freehold

land, the pith and substance of the

present proceedings is a contention

that expressed or implied

requirements for consultation in the

RMA have not been or will not be

complied with”.  The Board

concluded therefore that the Mäori

claim to injunction was essentially a

direct challenge and therefore that

this case was outside the purview

and spirit of the Boddington

reasoning.

“INJURY” TO MÄORI
FREEHOLD LAND

13. Some time was spent dealing

with the issue of whether or not a

notice of requirement could

constitute an “injury” to Mäori

freehold land.  The Council argued

that “trespass or other injury” could

only be “physical injury” in line with

the common law tort definition of

trespass and other injury.  In this

regard the following significant

observation was made:

The Board is disposed to think that

in the context of the Act of 1993,

with its emphasizes on the

treasured special significance of

ancestral land to Mäori, activities

other than physical interference

could cause injury to Mäori

freehold land.  For example

activities on adjoining land, albeit

not amounting to a common law

nuisance, might be an affront to

spiritual values or to what in the

RMA is called tikanga Mäori

(Mäori customary values and

practices).

14. The Board’s preparedness to

adopt a contemporary approach to

the definition of injury is likely to be

pursued by Mäori in the civil and

environmental jurisdiction for

recognition of their special

relationship with ancestral land.

15. Lord Cooke also observed that a

notice of designation, whether

lawful or unlawful, and though

appealable, can have a blighting

effect which might well be described

as an injury.  Recognition in this was

of intangible injury to land also

marks a move away from previous

thinking about injury.  The Court of

Appeal, for example, had observed

obiter in the same case that the

reference to injury was likely to be

reference to physical injury.

DESIGNATION POWERS
AND MÄORI CONCERNS

16. The McGuire case provided the

Privy Council with a rare

opportunity to comment on the

RMA, particularly Part II.  Lord

Cooke’s judgment stated that the

RMA has a single broad purpose but,

in achieving it, all authorities are

bound by certain requirements

including particular sensitivity to



Mäori issues.  The values referred to

in ss 6(e), 7(a) and 8 of the RMA are

“strong directions, to be borne in

mind at every stage of the planning

process”.    

17. Section 171 sets out the matters

that territorial authorities must have

regard to when considering a

requirement for designation, and is

expressly subject to Part II.  Of real

interest is Lord Cooke’s statement

that Part II  (including ss 6(e), 7(a)

and 8) must be considered with s

171 provisions “and indeed override

them in the event of conflict”.  Taken

with the Treaty of Waitangi

guarantees, Part II cannot exclude

compulsory acquisition (with proper

compensation) for necessary public

purposes.  But those considerations

do require that special regard to

Mäori interests and values is

required in such policy decisions as

determining the route of roads.

“Thus, for instance, if an alternative

route not significantly affecting

Mäori land which the owners desire

to retain were reasonably accepted,

even if not ideal, it would accord

with the spirit of the legislation to

prefer that route.  So, too, if there

were no pressing need for a new

route to link with the motorway

because other access was reasonably

available.”  

18. Given the express primacy of

Part II in various parts of the RMA,

Lord Cooke’s dicta may have broader

application, extending to the range

of interests recognised in Part II.

MÄORI
REPRESENTATION 

19. The Board’s concluding

comments dealt with the

appointment of Environment Judges

and Commissioners.  The RMA

expressly provides for the

appointment of Environment

Commissioners (and Deputies) to

ensure that the Court possesses a

mix of knowledge and experience,

including knowledge and experience

in Treaty of Waitangi and kaupapa

Mäori matters.  Similarly,

appointments of Environment

Judges and Commissioners requires

consultation with the Minister of

Mäori Affairs; appointments of

Alternate Environment Judges and

Deputy Environment Commis-

sioners requires consultation with

either the Chief District Court Judge

or Chief MLC Judge.  The Court is

expressly required to recognise

tikanga Mäori where appropriate.  

20. Having recognised those express

legislative provisions, Their Lord-

ships expressed the hope that a

substantial Mäori membership

would prove practicable if the case

did reach the Environment Court. 

21. The Government has since

announced that the Attorney

General will review representation of

Mäori on the Environment Court

bench.

[Paul F Majurey and

Christian Whata were

counsel for the appellants

at the Privy Council]
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INTRODUCTION

The growing membership of

the NZ Resource Management

Law Association indicates the

expanding need to understand and

keep abreast of the evolving law for

environmental management,

particularly related to regulatory

processes. 

In the 1990’s there was a lot of interest

in New Zealand in the development of

tradeable permits for the taking of

water from rivers and aquifers, as well

as “user pays”, fines, and other

economic instruments for resource

management.  Since then, however,

there has been little real commitment

to exploring other options of

managing natural resources except

management through regulation.  This

is despite ongoing concerns about the

cost and inefficiency of regulation

processes.

Issues

The major issues resulting from

pursuing a regulatory

approach to resource

management are:

• The inefficiency of the regulatory

system reflected in the costs and

resources required to implement

the consent process;

● The complexity of the system;

● Focussing on process rather

than whether we are achieving

satisfactory environmental, social

and economic outcomes.

It is interesting to look across the

Tasman to Australia. Here there is

demonstrated evidence that in many

instances, further environmental gains

made through tightened conditions on

licenses to discharge wastewater are

diminishing, while costs to the license

holders are increasing considerably. 

In many rivers, the majority of

nutrient loads are now derived from

diffuse sources (such as urban

stormwater, and runoff from cropping

lands).  Further point source (for

example sewage treatment plants)

license restrictions will give little

environmental benefit, for a

disproportionate cost to license

holders.

Considerable effort is therefore being

made to investigate and implement

alternative approaches and

instruments for natural resource

management.

Alternative Approaches

Alternative approaches to

regulatory instruments in

natural resource

management include Voluntary

Mechanisms and Market

Instruments.

Voluntary Mechanisms include

cleanups or meeting non compulsory

standards. Industry guidelines, and

Landcare, are common examples.

These have proven successful in

many situations.  However, a recent

study in South Australia has shown

that limits to voluntary actions can be

reached without fully achieving goals

(see Curtis and Allan Landcare

Approaching the Limits of Voluntary

Action, Australian Journal of

Environmental Management, Envir-

onment Institute of Australia, March

2000.). 

Something more is required to

efficiently achieve further

environmental gains. In Australia

there is a current policy preference for

deregulation (see (De)regulating the

Rural Environment by Rosemary Lister

in Environmental and Planning Law

Journal - Volume 18, No 5, October

2001), and for implementation of

market instruments in resource

Time to Innovate 
for Greater Environmental Gains

by Bryan Bates, Environmental Protection Authority, New South Wales

Resource management by regulation, primarily using permits, 
is a major focus in New Zealand.
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management. Market instruments for

natural resource management are

now being utilised in many parts of

Australia.  

In an interview in the Economist

newspaper (September 29th 2001),

Dr Robert Stavins of Harvard

University divided market

instruments into four broad

categories: 

● tradeable permits, 

● charging systems, 

● cuts in government subsidies,    

and  

● the lowering of market barriers. 

While New Zealand has few subsidies

or market barriers, the resource

managers of New Zealand have made

only limited use of tradable permits

and charging systems.  Often left as

“too hard” or “politically

unacceptable”, many opportunities

for implementing market instruments

have been passed by in favour of

retaining the old “command and

control” structures.  With the costs

and resources employed operating

the current regulatory mechanisms,

one questions why there is such

limited investigation into alternative

systems which may provide

opportunities to reduce costs and

improve environmental outcomes.

An Australian Case Study: 
The South Creek Pollution
Reduction Trading Scheme

In New South Wales, there has

been considerable support from

State Government, Environ-

mental Groups, and Industry to

investigate alternative resource

management mechanisms, and to

progress forward from the regulatory

approach.  The South Creek Pollution

Reduction Trading Scheme is one

example of this.

South Creek is a 620 square

kilometre sub-catchment of the

Hawkesbury-Nepean River in

western Sydney.  It is part urban, part

rural, and has environmental

problems including poor water

quality, excessive algae growth,

altered flow regimes, and degraded

streambanks and riparian vegetation. 

Point source licensed discharges

include five sewage treatment plants,

and 20 other discharges including an

abattoir, dairy farms, swimming

pools, golf clubs, and pig and poultry

farms.  Diffuse sources of pollution

include urban runoff (primarily

stormwater), market gardens, grazing

lands and dairy farms.

The major issue in terms of water

quality, is how to achieve the greatest

future gains for the environment

through nutrient reduction. 

With nutrients being the focus, it is

estimated that the costs of further

reducing phosphorous from the

existing sewage treatment plant

discharges through tighter license

conditions would be at least 50 times

more expensive per kilogram, than

the costs of reducing equivalent

discharges from diffuse sources.  As a

result, the equity of continuing to

apply the current regulatory

approach to improve water quality is

being questioned.

It is proposed to implement a

nutrient trading scheme in two

stages.  Stage 1 would involve

trialling the scheme under the New

South Wales Environment Protection

Authority’s (EPA’s) regulatory

framework. New activities requiring a

license from the EPA would be

required to clean up as much nutrient

pollution in the catchment as they

create. Existing EPA licensees could

use the scheme to reduce annual

license fees and manage growth in

nutrient loads.  The EPA would act as

the scheme manager supported by a

Steering Committee of participants

and stakeholders. Works (paid for as

offsets) to reduce nutrients could be

implemented directly by EPA

licensees or through existing

programs such as the Department of

Land and Water Conservation’s land

degradation program in South Creek. 

Stage 1 of the scheme would provide

existing EPA licensees with a cost-

effective way of managing growth in

nutrient discharges.  It also has the

potential to provide funds and

environmental capabilities to people,

such as market gardeners, who

currently have limited technical or

financial capacity to address pollution

from their operations. 

Under Stage 2 local councils would

have the option of adopting the

scheme framework and requiring

new urban developers (over a certain

area threshold) to clean up as much

nutrient pollution as they create.

Developers would have the option of

purchasing credits from a scheme

manager or arranging their own

works to reduce pollution elsewhere

in the catchment. 

The polluter pays principle has been

applied through load based annual

license fees to provide equitable

incentives in the management of

point sources of pollution.  The

principle suggests that all sources

(not just point sources) should play a

part in reducing pollution.  There are,

however, real social, economic and

technical obstacles to achieving
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reductions from diffuse sources.  The

proposed nutrient trading scheme

provides a path to a more equitable

system for managing pollution from

both diffuse and point sources in the

South Creek catchment.

Other Examples

While the above example

is currently in the

implementation phase,

there are a growing number of other

examples of the use of market

mechanisms in resource management

already in place, and successfully

operating. Some of these include;

• Salinity Discharge Trading in

the Hunter River NSW, 

• Load Based Licensing (where

license holders pay more for

discharging greater quantities of

waste) in NSW, 

• Irrigation water abstraction

license trading in the Murray-

Darling Catchment, and

• In Victoria the EPA there is

working with the finance sector

to consider different initiatives

where they can influence the

environmental performance of

funded industries.

Where to From Here?

With the use of regulatory

tools in resource

management, there is a

natural tendency to become focussed

on process, and overlook the primary

goal of achieving improved

environmental outcomes, while

considering social and economic

objectives.

Many opportunities exist for the use

of market instruments, and in this

respect Australia has a growing

number of examples of where these

techniques are successfully being

used.

Resource managers in New Zealand

should be now working to ensure

that coordinated legal and policy

frameworks are in place to support

market instruments. 

The following further actions are

suggested:

1. Make market based instruments a

higher priority on the natural

resource management policy

development agenda.

2. Learn from, and build on,

successes elsewhere in the world.

3. Think outside the regulatory

square and focus on improved

environmental, economic and social

outcomes rather than better

regulatory process.

4. Try some models. Sure there will

always be flaws or missing

information, but without a start there

will never be progress.

It is time for New Zealand to move

forward from the current “command

and control” approach to resource

management, to a more efficient and

equitable means of achieving further

environmental gains.
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There are a

growing number

of other

examples of the

use of market

mechanisms in

resource

management

already in place.

ERRATUM
The November 2001 issue of the Resource Management Journal contained a text error in the introduction to Bill Armstrong’s article on page

8. The introduction to the article was erroneously lifted from a previous issue. The publisher, TPL Media, accepts full responsibility for this

error and apologises to Bill Armstong and the members of the Resource Management Law Association for the misprint. 

The introduction should have read... “In this article, Bill Armstrong, a senior resource management consultant with Montgomery Watson

Harza, argues that the Resource Management Act has not delivered on its objectives and that there are some fundamental problems with

statutory construction.”



A One-Stop Shop for 

Environment Related Specialists

www.envirolink.net.nz

At the recent RMLA conference a new web site was launched to assist the
general public and other professionals to find environmental specialists.  The
site is utilised by council officers when dealing with customers requiring
specialist advice on applications and as a database by some councils and
government departments. 

The site is designed to allow the
customer to select the specialist
required and to narrow the search
to a regional area or a local
authority area.  Each search is
randomised to provide all
companies with an equal chance of
viewing. The search results provide
subscribing company  contact
details and identify each contact
person within that company for the
specialist area required. The search
result page also provides direct
links to individual specialist CV’s
and company web sites.

Business cards and brochures
directing Council customers to the
site are now available at council
offices within all major centres
throughout New Zealand.  

If your company is not listed click
the “Contact Us” link to advise us
of your details.

If you would like all your company
details listed, including each
individual specialist, CV’s and web
links click “subscribe” and subscription information will be posted to you.   
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